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It would be as well to consider that, in the seventeenth
century, even the Indians of the Southern States were much
more satisfactorily civilized than the settlers. They were
men leading a life that satisfied them and one that was
adapted to the country in which they lived. They were
obedient to laws evolved by custom; they were hardy,
frugal, had arts and crafts suited to the manner of their
lives and, what was very important, they were not over-
crowded. Above all, the sense of impersonal property was
almost undeveloped among them. Very few of their
languages had any word at all for real estate; and the idea
of controlling goods, gear, or land in their absence, on
the other side of the continent, would have seemed as
humorously grotesque to them as to us would be the idea
of claiming to dispose of property in the planet Mars. At
most, certain very prescriptive rights to territories in which
they were accustomed to fish, hunt, and trap were vaguely
claimed and more vaguely accorded by one sept and its
relatives or another. Property that was under their eyes or
fingers, in their individual wigwams or on their or their
wives' backs, was as far as they went.
They were, in fact, a relatively little degenerated populace
of descendants from the people of our Golden Age. They
came, as did the peoples of the four great empires of the
southern portion of the Continent, originally from Cathay.
In addition their skill in warfare was infinitely superior
to that of the colonists. If that branch of human activities
is to be taken as a department of civilization it was a case
of the redskins first and the rest nowhere. So, had they not
been essentially a humane and hospitable people, the un-
fortunate settlers could never have effected any lodgement at
all on the eastern shore of North America. Their arms were
totally unsuited to the country, their eyesight dull, their
mobility as grotesque as that of the tortoise. If someone
held an Indian still they could stick—a certainly sharp—

